ENGRAVING GROWTH
Witness the Extent of Student Impact

To commemorate the student body in making TDECU Stadium possible, Engraving Growth is an interactive experience consisting of trees weaving through sculptural patterned benches and accompanying floor markers highlighting student contributions to the university.

Students, faculty and general public will experience University of Houston expansion by Engraving Growth to inspire others.

Pathway
The pavement will be made out of concrete brick pattern showcasing various events of student achievements and future contributions. Cement blocks with sandblasted text will be stained red with larger blocks signifying major events.

Bench
Sculptural sitting areas constructed with wood and concrete.

Black Gum Tree
Native Houstonian foliage turns burgundy-red during homecoming season.

Site Plan
Relationship between the benches and concrete blocks are inspired by architectural facade of the TDECU Stadium.